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 SugarCRM 
delivers on 
the promise 
of CRM by 
meeting user, 
administrator, 
and IT needs.

When properly implemented, 
customer relationship 
management (CRM) software 
will transform a business, 
delivering increased efficiency, 
happier customers, and more 
revenue. However, to achieve 
these benefits the CRM solution 
must first be embraced and well 
utilized by sales and operational 
staff. Unfortunately, it’s this lack 
of adoption that causes far too 
many CRM initiatives to fail to 
live up to their potential, which 
wastes scarce time, money,  
and resources. 

While many factors contribute to 
these sad outcomes, failure to 
address the unique requirements of 
three core constituencies—users, 
administrators, and IT leadership—is 
at the root of of them all. For CRM 
to mature beyond being “just a 
tool” and become a true solution, it 
must meet the needs of these key 
constituents via personalization, 
configuration and customization. 

To truly appreciate impact of each of 
these behaviors on a CRM project, 
consider the following critical actions 
that took place when you last bought 
a car:

Before you even walked on 
the lot, the dealership ordered 
vehicles customized to comply 
with the specific environmental 
and road regulations in your area. 

During the purchase process you 
requested certain configuration 

packages such as paint color and 
four-wheel drive. 

Finally, after you signed the 
contract and were ready to leave 
the dealership, you personalized 
the seat, steering wheel, and 
mirror arrangement. 

Had the vehicle not accommodated 
each tier of your requirements, you 
would have chosen not to buy it.

SugarCRM is a complete CRM 
solution that offers:

Sales Force Automation (SFA)

Marketing Automation

Customer Support 

Call Center / Contact Center 
solutions 

Flexible, intuitive, and open, 
SugarCRM is designed for the 
modern enterprise. As we’ll 
demonstrate in this white paper, 
SugarCRM delivers on the promise of 
CRM by meeting user, administrator, 
and IT needs through:

Personalization by users

Configuration by administrators

Customization by certified 
SugarCRM partners and 
developers

IT leadership, along with beneficiaries 
of CRM solutions including sales, 
sales operations, marketing, and 
customer support executives are the 
intended audiences for this paper. 
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How SugarCRM Satisfies User Needs 
Through Personalization

A surprisingly large number of CRM solutions were 
designed without acknowledging these critical facts about 
today’s user community:

They’re busy. Salespeople have quotas to hit, 
and support staff must care for customers. Users 
will ignore anything – especially unwieldy CRM 
applications with long learning curves – that 
undermines their goals.

They’re interested in defining their own experience. 
Users prefer applications that conform to the way they 
like to work, rather than being straightjacketed into 
rigid procedures dictated by enterprise software.

They’re used to extensive self-service capabilities. 
From the grocery store to the gas station to the ATM, users 
expect technology to enable them to look after their own 
needs. When it comes to software, this means that they 
don’t want to be required to get an administrator involved 
for every task.

They’re demanding. Users expect 24x7 system 
availability, and they’ve become accustomed to near-
instant results from the vast array of technologies that 
they encounter in their lives.

They’re social. Since they spend a significant part of 
their day interacting with their favorite social media, it 
should come as no surprise that users assume that it 
will be easy to connect social media with all the other 
software that they use. 

They’re on the go. Users expect to be able to access 
to their data from anywhere at any time, on any mobile 
device.

SugarCRM’s far-reaching personalization capabilities put 
users in control of their CRM experience without needing 
to get administrators involved. However, it’s important 
to note that SugarCRM prevents users from altering any 
critical system configurations or settings. Table 1 lists 
some of SugarCRM’s most impressive personalization 
qualities as well as their advantages.

Personalization Capability Benefits to Users

Intuitive SugarCRM’s enjoyable and productive 
Web 2.0 user interface delivers a much 
shorter learning curve to full productivity.

Adjust look-and-feel SugarCRM dashlets – which are panels 
containing specific, relevant customer 
information, displayed on the user’s 
home page – can be added and 
rearranged directly by users without 
needing any IT assistance. Dashlets are 
the ultimate personalization of the home 
page.

Mark any record as a favorite Favorites can be displayed on the user’s 
home page, and changes to favorite 
records can be monitored in Sugar 
Activity streams.

Home page personalization Users are free to make any of the 
following alterations to their home page 
for a more productive experience:

Add/remove tabs 

Add/remove report dashlets

Add/remove key customer data 
dashlets

Change the layout of the dashlets 
on the home page

Organize their home page in 
different tabs

Reporting As long as the user has permission to 
view information, SugarCRM gives them 
complete control to create any report 
that they want.

User-driven administrative 
tasks

Users are able to execute many of 
the tasks previously reserved for 
administrators, such as: 

Uploading a picture

Selecting a “skin” for SugarCRM’s 
look-and-feel

Setting their favorite language, time 
zone, currency

Changing their password

Setting the order in which modules 
are presented

Fine-tuning their calendars

Connecting to social media

Downloading plugins for Microsoft 
Outlook and Lotus Notes

Table 1: Personalization in SugarCRM 
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Image 1: Adding Dashlets

Image 2: Drag and Drop personalization

SugarCRM’s personalization capabilities help increase user 
adoption by recognizing that everyone works differently 
and prefers to exercise control over their application 
experiences. Widely-adopted CRM then produces the 
customer satisfaction and revenue rewards described at 
the start of this paper.

How SugarCRM Satisfies Administrator 
Needs Through Configuration

Regardless of their particular application and system 
portfolio, today’s administrators confront a series of 
formidable challenges such as:

They’re under relentless pressure to be efficient. 
There’s always plenty of work to do, yet staffing levels 
frequently don’t keep pace with responsibilities. Instead, 
administrators are expected to do more with less. 

They’re tasked with supporting on-premise and cloud 
applications. Users often turn to internal staff first, even if 
it’s for cloud-based software. This requires administrative 
proficiency in disparate solutions, making well-designed 
vendor-supplied tools and application capabilities 
particularly valuable.

They’re always seeking ways to enable users to be self-
sufficient. Administrators tend to spend a lot of their time 
servicing basic user requests, which detracts from resolving 
more pressing problems that truly require their skills.

They’re expected to help drive adoption of their 
enterprise applications. Shelfware, underutilized 
cloud solutions, and other wasted expenditures are 
an embarrassment to the entire IT team. In contrast, 
widespread user adoption helps validate the company’s IT 
vision and budgetary priorities.

They’re concerned about security. Administrators must 
constantly safeguard vital systems and related information.

They’re interested in enterprise solutions that offer 
intuitive, easy maintenance. For all of the above 
reasons, administrators don’t have time to struggle with 
cumbersome implementations.

As we demonstrated earlier in this paper, SugarCRM 
lets users perform a substantial percentage of chores 
previously performed by administrators. For example, 
personalization helps fine-tune SugarCRM’s look and feel 
as well as establish connectivity to popular productivity 
and social media technologies. 

For those tasks that must conducted by administrators, 
SugarCRM offers an administrative user interface that 
provides complete configuration capabilities. Table 2 
supplies some examples of how administrators leverage 
these configuration features.
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Configuration Capability Benefits to Administrators

Adjust system settings A single user interface lets administrators 
configure essential properties such as:

Locales and languages

Currencies and exchange rates

Activity streams and connectivity to 
social media

Global and full-text search

Email

Cloud connectors

Compose and maintain 
comprehensive security

Administrators can create and configure 
multi-layered access control for:

Users

Teams

Roles

They can set robust password rules and 
restrictions, and are able to restrict record 
visibility to teams.

Organize major system 
capabilities

SugarCRM’s configuration features extend 
far beyond system settings; administrators 
are free to transform major system 
operations such as:

Adding/changing/deleting fields in 
modules via Sugar Studio

Changing the layout of modules 
displayed in SugarCRM

Configuring SugarCRM to align with 
complex business processes and 
workflows using dependent, related 
and calculated fields and the Sugar 
workflow engine

Detailed pipeline management and 
revenue forecasting

Table 2: Configuration in SugarCRM

Image 3: Administrator Panel

Image 4: Creation of a custom field

Image 5: Drag and Drop configuration of the layout of a module in Sugar 
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Configuration functionality is essential to administrators 
because it makes it easy to adjust vast amounts of 
SugarCRM’s behavior. Configuration encompasses 
alterations that would require extensive developer/third-
party support in other applications. And, most importantly, 
configuration helps drive CRM adoption.

How SugarCRM Satisfies IT Needs 
Through Customization

Although many CRM initiatives are steered by the IT 
department, many others are introduced and driven by line-
of-business leaders. However, even if another department 
chooses a CRM solution, IT leadership must still cope with 
an assortment of imposing burdens, such as:

They’re asked to balance scarce budgetary resources. 
This means that they must make difficult choices, and are 
always charged with doing more with less.

They’re forced to meet increasing user demands. In 
general, users expect higher levels of service than ever 
before, regardless of IT’s financial limitations. As we saw 
earlier, users are also very interested in self-service, which 
dovetails nicely with IT’s goal of user empowerment.

They’re expected to leverage the power of the cloud. 
It’s quite common for executive management to buy in to 
the promise of cloud computing; it’s up to the IT team to 
bring this vision to life.

They’re expected to be experts in both on-premise and 
cloud solutions. Along with specific application expertise, 
IT must also know how to deliver holistic solutions that 
blend all flavors of these offerings.

They’re faced with integrating a collection of disparate 
technologies. Thanks to 40+ years of IT evolution, there 
are far more technologies in production than ever before. 
Some of these assets are decades-old legacy solutions 
that still perform mission-critical functions. Others are 
brand-new cloud computing offerings that must smoothly 
interact with existing technologies.

SugarCRM’s architects chose to construct their product 
on a scalable, enterprise-grade foundation. It offers an 
ideal blend of simplicity (for users and administrators) 
and power (for developers and third parties). As we saw 
earlier, users have significant control over the appearance 
and behavior of SugarCRM via personalization, and 
administrators can address many needs through 
configuration. For those situations that mandate extra 
effort, SugarCRM has extensive customization capabilities. 
This makes it an excellent fit for IT departments facing the 
challenges we just described. Table 3 show the impact 
customization can have on successful CRM deployments.

Customization Capability Benefits to IT Organization

Open source Open source software has become the 
de facto option for increasing numbers 
of enterprise software deployments.

LAMP stack The LAMP stack consists of open 
technologies such as Linux, Apache, 
MySQL, and PHP/Perl. It forms the 
core of SugarCRM’s architecture, 
and is a well-proven configuration 
for the highest-performing enterprise 
applications. 

Support for other platforms Windows stack

Oracle database

IBM DB2 database

Complete set of modern APIs SugarCRM’s comprehensive collection 
of APIs let you perform the same 
operations as you can through its user 
interface. These APIs include:

REST

SOAP

ODBC

PHP

The ODBC API lets developers bypass 
the APIs and gain direct access to data.

Module Builder SugarCRM’s Module Builder enables 
developers to create new modules 
as well as blend existing modules 
into new solutions. This extends 
SugarCRM’s capabilities to better 
fulfill specific business process 
requirements.
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Customization Capability Benefits to IT Organization

Module loader SugarCRM has developed a vibrant 
ecosystem thanks to its strength as 
an enterprise application along with 
its massive installed base. Partners 
and external developers have created 
hundreds of modules and extensions 
in support of SugarCRM. The Module 
Loader seamlessly incorporates these 
additions.

Pre-built integrations As we described earlier, many IT 
organizations are responsible for 
integrating CRM with their existing 
technologies. SugarCRM offers a 
collection of pre-built integrations for 
specialized software such as:

Finance

ERP

Web design

Telephony/call center

Social media

Marketing automation

Table 3: Customization in SugarCRM

Although many SugarCRM integration requirements can 
be solved with pre-built offerings, there are other scenarios 
that will entail site-specific customization. SugarCRM’s 
network of certified integration partners have the training 
and experience to deliver successful results. Table 4 
presents a few examples of the thousands of partner-led 
customization efforts.

Application Integrated 
Technologies

Customers

Finance & Accounting QuickBooks TengoInternet

Central Innovation aka 
Graphisoft

Enterprise Resource 
Planning (ERP)

SAP Bernecker + Rainer 
Industrie-Elektronik GmbH 

Tox Pressotechnic - 
Germany Division

Call Center PBX Asterisk 

Cisco Unified 
Call Manager

Affinity4, TollPost

Document 
Management

Box.net; 
KnowledgeTree

Social Media Facebook 
and Twitter 
integration

Hillel, the Foundation for 
Jewish campus life

Social Media LinkedIn, 
LotusLive, 
Twitter 
integration

RealConnections

Table 4: Examples of customization delivered by SugarCRM partners

Image 6: SugarExchange, the marketplace for Sugar Integrations
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Conclusion

CRM is a proven method for 
streamlining daily business 
processes, enhancing customer 
satisfaction, and boosting revenue. 
Unfortunately, none of this is 
possible if users refuse to work with 
the solution. SugarCRM’s flexible, 
intuitive, and open architecture 
helps ensure adoption. Users benefit 
from numerous personalization 
capabilities, and administrators can 
take advantage of configuration to 
maintain their SugarCRM instance. 
The entire IT team gains from 
SugarCRM’s extensive customization 
features, especially when paired with 
know-how from certified third-party 
integration partners. 
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